ANOTHER EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION BECOMES CUSTOMER OF
VOYAGE MANAGER
(Cambridge UK, 10 September 2014) University of Aberdeen has signed up as
customer of Voyage Manager and will start using the Voyage Manager travel
management solution immediately for a team of employees who traveller as part of
their job.
Mr Dominic Milne, Deputy Head of the International Office, at the University of Aberdeen,
comments:
“We have a team who travel extensively overseas and as recent events have sadly shown
major incidents, such as terrorism or natural disaster, can and do occur suddenly. We are
very mindful of our duty of care, and should the worst happen, we need to be in a position to
respond quickly. We wished to establish a more robust and reliable method of being able to
monitor where our staff may be at any given time, and the excellent Voyage Manager system
allows us to achieve this.”
Voyage Manager’s CEO, John Scott, comments: “University of Aberdeen is the lastest of a
number of educational intuitions that have started using our system. The universities are
interesting as customers because travelling is not their core business and consequently they
have relatively limited resources to provide adequate follow-up of their travellers. Our system
with a simple user interface for both the employee and the employer in combination with our
wide range of functions meet a need for also this type of businesses.”
For more information, please contact:
Kim Sheard
+44 (0)7817 769 666
kim.sheard@voyagemanager.com

About Voyage Manager
Voyage Manager is a Cambridge, UK based technology company that specializes in providing
flexible, automated and user friendly solutions for managing, monitoring and tracking
employee and asset travel. Voyage Manager’s products provide solutions that are more
accurate and complete than any other product on the market.
For more information see http://www.voyagemanager.com.

About The University of Aberdeen
The University of Aberdeen is a public research-focused university in the city of Aberdeen,
Scotland. It is an ancient university founded in 1495. This makes it Scotland's third-oldest
university and fifth-oldest in the English-speaking world.
For more information see http://www.abdn.ac.uk/

